STERLING PUNCHMASTER
FEATURES

STABBER
The Stabber staples a lift of paper, adjustable between 2 and 30 sheets, and pulls the paper into the belts irrespective of wave curl, or static.

LIFTER STABBER
The optional Lifter Stabber lifts the paper prior to stabbing. This is especially useful when punching thicker stock that can split.

BELT LIFTER
When punching board or in the center of the sheet, the optional Belt Lifter raises the belts on the delivery side, eliminating scuffing.

DRUM BYPASS
The optional Drum Bypass is a belt changeover system for heavy board. This will enable the sheet to be delivered without having to bend by traveling around the drum.

DIE
The punch through Die allows for punching anywhere on the sheet, useful for windows, doorhangers & wrap around covers. The sheet passes through the die and then into the turn around drum.

AIR FEEDER
The optional Air Feeder is designed to feed signatures, board, plastic, leatherette, or even pocket folders. It lifts one sheet or signature at a time, prior to feeding it into the belts.

MICRO DIE
ADJUSTMENT
The patented Micro Die adjustment allows you to “fine tune” the centering of a sheet. It can move the die side to side in increments less than .010 inches (.25 mm).

SPECIFICATIONS
- Maximum sheet size: 20" x 20" / 50 x 50 cm
- Minimum sheet size: 4" x 5" / 10 x 12 cm
- Power: 220 Volts, single phase, 12 AMPS, 2.6Kw
- Weight: 2,500 Lbs. / 1110 Kg

FLOOR PLAN
9' 7.5'
3'